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Nedlouho poté, co se do zpráv dostal příběh o nálezu tajných

dokumentů ve staré kanceláři DC používané tehdejším

viceprezidentem Josephem Bidenem, americké speciální jednotky

provedly razii v jednom ze tří nemovitostí v Delaware, které vlastní

nelegitimní prezident a jeho manželka Jill, zdroje v General.

Kancelář Erica M. Smitha to řekla Real Raw News.
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Dům byl tmavý a zdál se prázdný, když se speciální jednotky ve 2:30

přiblížily k mnohamilionovému pozemku z pobřežní části pozemku.

Vyřadili bezdrátový alarm a použili řezačky skla k odstranění oken ve

spodním patře, aby se dostali dovnitř, dodal náš zdroj. Po taktickém

vyklizení rezidence pokoj po pokoji, aby se zajistilo, že tam nejsou

žádné hrozby, tým začal prohrabávat věci, aby hledal nejen

nezákonně držené dokumenty, ale také důkaz, že Bidenovi použili

dům jako „hnízdo lásky“ k sexuálnímu ženichu. , obtěžovat a

znásilňovat nezletilé děti.

„Měli jsme dostatečný důvod se domnívat, že se dětem v tom domově

nedávno staly nevyslovitelné věci. Nemohu nyní upřesnit

pravděpodobnou příčinu,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Přestože speciální jednotky nenašly žádné viditelné důkazy o

sexuálních zločinech na dětech, našly skříň plnou oblečení, které

„může nosit 10leté dítě“. Nenošené košile a kraťasy visely na

ramínkách a ještě na nich byly nalepeny cenové a velikostní nálepky.

Mišmaš kaleidoskopického oblečení se zdál být současný a vylučoval

možnost, že je Joe a Jill před lety koupili pro Ashley, Bo nebo

Hunter. Na podlaze skříně leželo několik dětských tenisek, stejně

jako hračky v krabicích, jako je Lego a deskové hry, všechny

neotevřené, zatavené ve smršťovací fólii.

Speciální jednotky zabavily elektronická zařízení – mobilní telefony,

notebooky a iPad – z hlavní ložnice. V zásuvce nočního stolku objevili

několik ručně psaných časopisů, které napsala Jill Biden; datované

záznamy se táhly od července 2012 do září 2022. Při procházení

jednoho z nich velitelka speciálních sil narazila na matoucí paměti,

které napsala 15. dubna 2021. Byla to smuteční řeč – na jejího

manžela.

"Někdy mi chybíš, ale už ne často." Jsi pryč, ale stále tady, fyzické

projevy sužují mé sny a pronásledují mě, když jsem vzhůru. Tak tohle

je moje cena, drahá. Teprve smrt, až přijde, mě konečně osvobodí,“

stálo v části.
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O den později napsala: „Jednoho dne o něm řeknu světu. Jednoho

dne řeknu světu, kdo O. skutečně je.“

Special Forces, řekl náš zdroj, strávily hodinu prohledáváním domu a

vzaly to, co považovaly za zásadní důkazy, než opustily oblast. Náš

zdroj nesdělil provozní podrobnosti, jako například jak dorazili na

pláž nebo ji opustili, a odmítl se zabývat našimi spekulacemi. Ani by

neřekl, že nálet byl přímou reakcí na včerejší zprávy o

nezodpovědném Bidenově nakládání s utajovanými dokumenty,

které měly být před lety předány Národnímu archivu.

Na rozdíl od prezidenta Trumpa neměl tehdejší viceprezident Biden

pravomoc odtajňovat dokumenty národního významu. Tuto moc má

pouze prezident Spojených států.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že kybernetické velení americké armády zkontroluje

zabavené notebooky a že v případě potřeby poskytne aktualizace.

(Návštíveno 59 079 krát, 9 981 návštěv dnes)

 

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make

online,R221 so I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all

actual and it absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job

now by just

 
using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 13 hours ago by Delavic

That’s surprising, I just watched a video they did and Diamond

sounded like she was totally against it.

She got sick and they gave her Remdesivier in the hospital and she

died.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Oh no.. that s why. That’s evil fauci protocol and hospitals did it to a

few patriots (known Trump supporters) they want them dead for

sure.

Is this true for sure? I know this is the pattern if they can make it

happen to people……… tell everyone that the way to spell remdesivier

is this “RUN, DEATH IS NEAR”

Thx for the info I cannot see how any Dr. can use that dangerous

drug. I am sure that there were probably many other treatment

options available but unfortunately I will bet Diamond did not reach

out to Commander In Chief Trump , for any help with her medical

options. I was very fortunate in being so dang poor ; that when I had

severe health complications in Veterans Admin Hospital E.R. ….. my

only logical choice was reaching out to The White House. President

Donald John Trump’s staff immediately approved the procedure ,

that probably saved my life ( Again , I seem to gather more than my

share of miracles ! ) How I wish Diamond had reached out to our

best Commander In Chief EVER of The United States Military ! We

will all see Diamond at NavyBlueSmoke’s Fresh Fish Fry’s in Heaven

. I have the festivities starting at Sundown every night , lakeside , on

Heavens Best Fishing Lake . I only catch 5 or 7 fish but somehow

Jesus keeps handing out freshly cooked fish from the serving basket ,

until all are stuffed & waddle back to their own mansions ………… See

you there ! Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

I’m not the one hiding behind a fake alias.

Even a sub 70 IQ tard like yourself can find out exactly who I am and

where I live.

I’m 45 and own property in Hurst Texas.

You’re a fake name little bit h.
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You are on the TROLL LIST.

Your opinion will never count..

 
You Just simply LYE about EVERYTHING

Yes you are hiding behind a fake name. Sub 70 IQ? Now you’re

projecting. I at least use my real name and last initial so that doxxing

little douchebags like yourself don’t pull your usual and end up

exposing and harming my family.

 
Apparently I struck a nerve with you by listing all of your troll turd

buddy’s names chickenshit with a keyboard and a foul mouth.

youre a fake name bitch cunt. i have no interst in harming or

exposing anyone except cunts like yourself who hide behind fake

names. you have problem with me look me up on fb. even a sub 70 iq

drooler can figure out how to type 3 words into search.Be lucky you

only talk like this using a fake name online. Id kick you teeth doan

your throat irl.

list your last name and lets have a conversation on fb? i have

hundreds of friends anf family who can vouch for who i am and

where i live. can u say the same? bitch cunt

“Even a sub 70 IQ tard like yourself can find out exactly who I am

and where I live.”

… and exactly how high (low) is YOUR IQ?

Does your EGO trump your WILL TO LIVE?

Broadcasting your intimate particulars on the Web for the whole

world to see is hardly a cause for bragging rights.

There is this thing called “The Darwin Award”…

bc im not scared of fake name faggots on this website? some folks

arent scared of the world.
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The difference is conservatives don’t dox people, persecute them with

the IRS, don’t harass people etc. The leftist provocateurs of the FBI

that you work for do all of that and more. With no anonymity online,

all conservatives would quickly be silenced and only state

propaganda be possible, just the way you want it.

Are you saying that Bush’s , Cheney’s , and Rumsfeld as well as other

“conservatives ” never used any of the heinous tactics you

mentioned? Seriously Redskin?

so bc i state openly who i am and where i live that means i work for

the fbi? and you bc you hide behind a fake name and alias that means

you are a true patriot? u have severe mental problems.

Look up Diamond and Silk. Diamond supposedly died but I’m

hoping she’s in protection and her sister for when new world is ours

and cleansed of the evil.

Like Robin Williams hopefully she and her sister are being saved to

be advisors in OUR new world.

Maybe. Maybe not. Maybe she was jabbed by a nurse or doctor

without her knowledge. These murderous bastards do not seem to be

affected by moral values, even with children.

I thought the same! If she really was in the hospital in November

they would have had access to ‘stick’ her which makes that

MURDER!!!

That was what I thought too! Never found out what was wrong back

then but will surely miss her. Down to earth, speak truths kinda gal!

I’m thinking they might be talking about someone’s who has posted

on this website

I could be wrong.. I would like too know who they are talking about

also. God bless us all Amen. And be the change for the better world

and universe amen. And please take JB and Lori light foot and other
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Illinois trash out please.

DJT..

.

The sisters, Diamond & Silk, highly regarded by many patriots, who

have always been strong black supporters of Trump, throughout his

campaigns, term of office, since.

They are putting the vaccine in multiple different shots like flu,

tetanus, etc. They mean to kill us.

yep, I think they are. It is best to simply not take ANY shots at this

time.

its best to NEVER take any of these shots because they are poison to

the human body

All three of my sons are sterile and they all had the tetanus pushed

on them for no reason.

The tetanus could very well be the reason and this was perpetrated

unwittingly on untold MILLIONS or BILLIONS of people.

FWIW, in Australia they are already moving to inject all the livestock

with this bioweapon mRNA shit.

Of course, it’s all about “saving the animals”, but that’s a narrative

with holes big enough to drive a Nimitz-class aircraft carrier through.

It’s plain as dogs balls – they just want to get this shit into the food

supply so no one can escape it.

EXACTLY that is why these fucks behind this and other perpetrating

this have to be EXECUTED ,RIGHT FUCKING NOW, If you think

there is time for TRIBUNALS , then it is already fucking

OVER.WAKE -UP!
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This all originates with DARPA, and the US DOD, THEY ARE

REFERRING TO THIS AS AN EXERCISE . NO SHIT! THIS INFO IS

OUT, GO LOOK!

The medical systems are reportedly using the mRNA for ALL

vaccines , flu shots , etc. The mRNA on it own is lethal , this

information is NOW all over the place, Some 17,000 Doctprs have

NOW signed documents saying as such, recommending ALL mRNA

vaccines be STOPPED, immediately. I would suggest you all look for

yourselves. So if this woman , Diamond got a flu vaccine and it was

mRNA , That could possibly have ended her life.

They were pushing flu shots at our local grocery stores months ago,

immediately after that, everyone got the flu or worse. People who get

flu shots, vaccines are “hot” and they spread it. It spreads like

wildfire. It happened with the polio vaccines, which they have

hidden, it happens with all vaccines.

Our tax accountant last year at tax time, told us he regretted getting

the COVID series of vaccines AFTER the five doctors he did taxes for,

were telling him of the side effects.

Everyone who got the jab/booster and died were murdered. Goes

along with the WEF and NWO depopulation goal.

That happened to a friend of mine while she was in the hospital for

something unrelated to covid. Forced jab by a nurse.

Has anyone heard that Fauci is really Mother Teresa’s son? But

Mother Teresa was actually a man. The biggest child trafficker in the

world. Can anyone confirm that? They look very much alike as well…

and both quite short, too

Father Teresa gave birth to tranny FAU-chi… like Faux McCartney,

they are ALL part of the cult of Saturn that worship Ba’al, Molech the

god of this age and child sacrifice.
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That’s why you absolutely have to stop all nurses, etc., and ask in

advance what they are going to do. I have a disabled friend and while

he was on the respiratory floor of a hospital the nurse was going to

give him a shot. He stopped her and said, “What is in that shot?” “It’s

Tramadol,” she replied. He responded with, “I’m ALLERGIC to

Tramadol!” It was even on his wrist in RED as a bracelet. She could

have killed him or put him into respiratory crisis. So never assume

these people bother to look. And if you can, have an

advocate/friend/family member visit you regularly and unexpectedly

so you receive some protection.

Best Practices for in-patient care is to take a family member with you

to stay in the same room at all times to ensure nurses and doctors do

not jab toxins into your body and disconnect any equipment

connected to your body.

THAT’S DISGUSTING. If that’s the case, have the friend for the

patient give permission to look at the chart to verify he or she is

allergic to something, or cannot take the shot because of

contraindications and check the bracelet and make sure those nurses

don’t cock up.

My brother was hospitalized for the vax shot, last November. Kidney

failure. Blood poisoning. Paralyzed for a week. Couldn’t wipe his own

butt. Big nurse comes in, turns him on his stomach and presses him

into his pillow and mattress. He screamed for this big male nurse to

turn him over, turn him over. After what seemed an eternity to him

that demon turned him back over because my brother screamed at

him. My brother was all alone in the hallway on a gurney waiting for

a test at the time. No one was allowed to visit as we wouldn’t take the

shots He was at their complete and utter mercy. He has asked me to

be the power of attorney for his medical stuff NOW, instead of his

pharmacist wife, and things will be different next time he has a

problem and that is guaranteed. Thanks for the post Guest4579
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EVERYONE MUST VIOLATED ANY NO VISIT POLICY, and

EVERYONE SHOULD VIOLATE VISITING HOUR TOO, FUCK

THESE HOSPITAL MURDER CENTERS AND FUCK THESE

DOCTORS , AND IF THEY CALL POLICE FUCK THE HENCHMEN

HE should have broke her arm, in five places, so she does not

vaccinate anyone else

Sorry. GOD will avenge every victim.

These sneaky satanic nurses and school teachers even JAB innocent

children. May JAG trace every single one of them.

Just like the teachers in that article they attacked and threatened MB

on. SHAME ON THEM!!

WE CAN’T WAIT FOR GOD, WE CAN’T WAIT FOR JESUS, So

enough of that. WE CAN’T WAIT FOR JAG , THEY HAVE BEEN

SLOW-PLAYING THIS, CAN YOU FIGURE OUT WHY? duh

If you possibly can do so, avoid all doctors, nurses, hospitals like the

plague. If you have family doctors who are aware of what is going on

and supportive, feel very fortunate. My family has such doctors,

prescribing Ivermectin, Hydroxychloroquine, Quercetin, for the past

two years. Even so, remain very cautious, especially with your

children. My family home schools, never trusting our children to the

wicked teachers’ unions. My family prays without ceasing.

I was abused two separate times at a hospital by a sadistic nurse and

a sadistic phlebotomist. I spent the better part of 20 years in medical

and 5 solid at a hospital working 12 hour shifts. I know how things

should be. But you don’t need to be a medical professional to know

you’re being abused. For this reason, I’m terrified of ending up in a

hospital today. Who knows what one may do to you when they find

you didn’t get the jab.

I feel the same way. I am afraid to go to the hospital because I am

also afraid they will give me those shots without me knowing.
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THEY ARE DOING HERE IN THE US AND IN CANADA. AND

THEY DON’T CARE IF YOU GIVE THAT ORDER IN WRITING,

THEY IGNORE IT AND DO IT ANYWAY. THEY ARE UNDER NWO

ORDERS AND THEY HAVE TO PUT FOOD ON THE TABLE,

THAT’S THE BLACKMAIL KLAUS SCHWAB IS HOLDING THEM.

UNDER.

It will make you think twice about going to the hospital where they

can treat you like they want to. I would have to have someone with

me who would question every move they made. It makes it hard

knowing you are afraid to go to the hospital.

AND TO ACTUALY BE REFUSED CARE AND THEY KNOW YOU

NEED IT, AND YOU REALLY ASK THEM TO HELP BECAUSE IT IS

THEIR JOB, AND THEY CANNOT BE BOTHERED. THAT TO ME

IS INTOLERABLE.

IF THAT IS THE CASE, THEN THE TIME HAS COME TO START

KILLING THESE ASSHOLES, IT IS JUST THAT FUCKING SIMPLE

I’ve heard that the hospitals get paid for all those who

pass..supposedly because of C19 Maybe even listing that on the death

certificate even if it wasn’t C19…but the person had the sniffles.

YES this shit was put in the ACA , Obama Care ACT, you can thank

that fucking nigger asshole pedophile communist cock-sucker and

ALL the members of the US CONGRESS that voted for that shit.ALL

OF THEM.

I am un-jabed and plan to stay that way! While putting a roof on my

barn back in the summer my ladder sunk up into the horse manure

and mud, I fell about 15 feet landing on the ladder breaking ribs,

Busted my lips and some internal damage and refuse to go to the ER!

I will be 79 in April and just don’t bounce like i use to but i am doing

fine now just still a little sore!!!
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I totally understand. I try to be as careful as possible because I have

no desire to be touched by a Dr. or nurse. I will go to an urgent care

because they will treat your symptoms….bronchitis, etc. give you

antibiotics and you leave. I am afraid of the hospital same as you are.

I am 76 and if I die at home it is preferable to being assaulted with

poison shots in the hospital. It is a scary time we are living in right

now. Hang in there. You must have been in a world of pain with

those broken ribs. God bless you and heal your body quickly.

Thank You Glenda, I don’t use any kind of meds including

Antibiotics! I make my own Antibiotics, Its called coloidal silver the

best antibiotic you can buy!!! My lady friend and my family tried to

force me to go to ER I said the only way that would happen is u gotta

knock me out and i don’t think ye all can do it!!! lol

I have heard about coloidal silver and I just might have to try it. I will

do anything to stay away from Drs. I honestly can not blame you for

not going. I am sure your friend and family were worried about you

with the extent of your injuries. Apparently you are pretty tough.

What all does that stuff treat ? Where can we get it at ? Is it

expensive? Thank you for any information about this you can give us

on this. God bless us all Amen.

Thanx X, Yes it hurt like Heeeeellll, and took several weeks before i

could sleep/lay on my right side, I figure if i kick the bucket it won’t

because i’m full of pain meds or the kill shot, I’m gonna have it put

on my head stone when i go” Hell no it wasn’t covid or the shot!!!

DO NOT BE AFRAID , GO WITH WEAPONS, HAVE YOUR

FRIENDS CARRY WEAPONS, MAKE THEM AFRAID, THEY ARE

ARE THE ASSHOLES

I couldn’t help but notice a phlebotomist was after my blood all night

when I was 7 months pregnant in 1981 at Prince George’s hospital in

MD. They said I had appendicitis and needed my appendix out but I
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got to sleep and they woke me up several times at night for more

blood.

I could tell they were crazy and seemed to be sipping it from some

kinda vision I had, so I cussed the the blood draw girl out and said

“WTF are you doing with my blood down in those basements!” I

could tell they were down in some deep levels under the hospital. She

ran and I checked out AMA and 40+ yrs later still have my appendix,

while just now realizing hospitals are vampire factories. I saw it and

since it was like dreams, vision or remote view and I was so busy with

the baby I forgot about it for years.

At first I was hoping the lockdown and cov19 lies would become

obvious to the public put the hospitals and jab clinics, all out of

business.

They definitely got a DEW laser attack on a main hospital in

Damascus, Syria several yrs ago, and people were touring the lower

levels of their hospital in shock, but they have a lot of other hospitals.

Stuff get’s covered up and even though people reported Annunaki

like creatures were always seen picking up dead bodies at night in

that Damascus war zone area, very little information got out.

Totally frightening, they do what they want after awhile since some

of these jerks have worked there for years.

That is totally horrifying. I have no confidence in Drs. anymore. They

all try to push their shots on you….I can’t believe they don’t know

what is in those things. I always tell them not now and not ever.

It’s turned in Nazi Germany, not America anymore. People hate

Americans now because they think we are all a bunch of paedophiles,

sex offenders, LGBTQ-indoctrinators, traitors, cheaters and killers, If

you travel with an American passport they hate you. Travel with

another passport and they won’t bother you. Incest Joe and Hoebag

Harris have turned our country into a laughingstock in the eyes of

the world.
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WE HAVE TO FIGHT BACK AND POSSESS OUR COUNTRY

AGAIN.

 
HURRY BACK, TRUMP AND FAMILY, WE NEED YOU!!

YOU can thank DJT for allowing them to take power, It did not have

to be this way, thank DJT!

We as a nation were asleep. The devil is also responsible for what’s

been going on. Stop blaming Trump for what is our responsibility

collectively. Maybe try humbling yourself before God in prayer if you

want to see change. A whole lot of us are doing that now.

That’s crazy! Which baphomet ceremony was that?! Doesn’t the

doctor have to check those things if you really need blood

withfrawal? Thank God you saved your baby. Hope you got a good

OB-GYN!

EVERYONE when needing medical treatment or visiting friends ,

relative need to start showing up ARMED TO THE

TEETH.EXERCISE YOUR 2nd AMENDMENT RIGHTS IN A VERY

BIG WAY, IF EVERYONE DOES THIS COPS WILL NOT BE ABLE

TO CHALLENGE, IF THEY DO BE READY TO FIGHT. THIS IS THE

ONLY WAY TO PUT AN END TO THE HEINOUS SHIT. People

waited on DJT and the White Hats and they have SLOW-PLAYED

THIS, WAKE -UP. FUCK THE SHOW , THEY WANT YOU TO

WATCH THE SHOW, and WHILE YOU WATCH, YOU WILL BE

DEAD and IT IS TOO FUCKING LATE.

Actually no it so suddenly. They had a chance to sabotage her when

she was hospitalized in November.

It’s not always stupidity. See what I mean in my post here. No, I

didnt get it. But I know smart people who did.

Ignorance is ignoring. Smart that’s not paying attention to their signs

or studying the right things, or however diverted.
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yes, very sus.. she was one Black Life the DEEP STATE really didn’t

want heard.. especially since she went against the black marxist

haters propaganda machine.

I was thinking the same thing. She was a wonderful friend to DJT

and they are trying to get everyone he cares about.

why wouldnt they… its not like they are worried about anyone doing

anything? they kidnap rape murder folks for 2k years and the white

hats whine about the media and let them do it.

she has a point. you guys here talk tough behind keyboards. do you

back it up?

you guys want to go rambo so bad then do it.

oh wait you don’t have ballas of steel to save people from being

hunted, preyed, human trafficked and etc.

WAKING PEOPLE UP is like pulling teeth, these folks just DO NOT

UNDERSTAND

LOOK people give you down votes because you try to talk sense and

reason to them, and they HATE the message, wtf, talk about fucking

IGNORANT

I hope she didn’t. But I have conservative family and friends who

took it out of fear of losing their jobs and other reasons. One family

member tried so hard to talk his wife out of it but her high end job

threatened get it or go home. So not wanting his wife to get it alone,

he went with her and got it too. It was a huge act of love for her but it

broke my heart. So far, they’re both still alive but they keep having

medical issues.

Sorry about your family member. That woke company should be

sued for spreading lies about a drug they KNOW to be dangerous

instead of swallowing the BS Gates is forcing down our throats!!
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That tells us somebody poisoned the lady just like they killed Robert

and Ivana. Get them, White Hats!!

That was my thought when I first saw the article on Epoch Tmes. She

DID NOT take that jab – they got her in the hospital while the family

wasn’t there. Like Firedog said take someone with you as an advocate

before you go the hospital.

We have no choice now but to avoid hospitals. But people who have

severe sicknesses and injuries and pregnancies have no choice but to

stay home and stay sick and injured or crippled because just setting

foot inside a hospital or clinic means automatic jab or no treatment.

The pregnant women may have to get underemployed private

doctors or nurses to do house calls to provide epidurals or other pain

meds when they give birth at home, because they have no choice.

 
I used to love reading the old Reader’s Digest articles when they told

stories of people in dangerous situations or deadly diseases getting

life-saving treatments that gave them their lives back. The NYT

Magazine had an article about fertility treatments to help couples

have their babies. They also told of the emerging technology to save

extremely premature babies’ lives at 24 weeks — now we save them

at 21 weeks, one of them acknowledged at Trump’s SOTU address.

 
We have gone as a powerful nation from the healing center of the

world in every way possible, to a death factory and a laughingstock

because of Lucifer’s orders to the New World Order lackeys to

depopulate the planet in every way possible, and Biden, Harris,

Soros, Gates, Xi, Bat Lady and Tedros are happily working hard to

please him. Klaus Schwab and the Rothschilds must be very happy at

this, and the devil is having a dance party in hell.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Xena

No she didn’t. Take a look at Trump’s coded message about her and

learn simple Gematria, or find someone on Telegram that is an

expert in Gematria and how to decode Trump’s messages.
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Perhaps you should disclose source of your allegation.

You can’t say you made a mistake, BTW, because you’ve made this

assertion repeatedly.

If you have no credible source, then your allegation is just that – an

unsubstantiated allegation, which (given the audience in this forum)

appears calculated to cause distress.

If so, then a reasonable person would likely assess your intent as

being malicious, and categorise your forum cotributions

appropriately.

6 years in and the vax pimp himself I’s still so scared of the satanic

media he speaks in riddles and codes.

What a little bitch.

Next time military recruit someone with some stones .

It’s a troll turd Xena, and it uses the b word ad nauseam. It’s only on

this site to try to sow discord, doubt and create problems for a

paycheck from the DS. Pay it no heed.

And, so, what does that have to do with our fake penophile president

committing treason upon ‘We the People’? Exactly. WWG1WGA

NCSWIC…

Joe Biden has always been a problematic actor. He is not worthy of

calling himself an American. By the way, Pelosi’s disappearance

soothes my soul.

After the Frist 6 seconds I saw him in the beginning of his political

career

 
the image I saw came true all through his life.

 
A human that would never be worth rendering.

 
Meaning a living animal that once dead would make good soap!
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He’s not worthy of calling himself a human being. Anybody who

rapes children, including his family members deserves to be locked

up for life and given the worst torture possible — FOR EVERY BOY

AND GIRL HE EVER MOLESTED IN HIS LIFE.

By the way, Nancy Piglosi was perp walked up the steps to the

gallows at Camp Delta (GITMO) in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba where

she had a very snug fitting rope around he neck & immediately the

trap door under her legs was opened, so you now know the rest of the

story as Paul Harvey always said!

Did you even know of Diamond (from Diamond & Silk), if you did,

you wouldn’t be saying that…She was a great patriot…and part of the

front liners, in the fight…in the cyber world.

Yes she and Silk were speaking about Hillary’s friend Marina

Abramovitch on The Kelly File in 2016 talking about spirit cooking,

and Kelly silenced them on the air for that. Megan Kelly knows who

Abramovic is, but she wanted Hillary to win because she hates

Trump so much.

I think she was around someone who got the JAB there for it was

shared without Diamond even knowing it tell she was on the death

bed.

Why would Diamond take the death jab? Cause trump said the

vaccines are safe? Was she murdered?

President Trump HAD to go along with the agenda BUT if u were

paying Har said IT’S your CHOICE to take the shot or NOT to take it

YOUR CHOICE pay attention

Last edited 15 hours ago by Susan

She knew not to take the jab…she wasn’t no dummy. She either got it

by someone that didn’t tell her what she was getting…My daughter

went to the hospital and they said that she needed a shot for her

stomach pain, and instead they gave her the jab without her knowing
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or consenting to it…

If anyone has to go to the hospital or clinics, be very

careful and ask lots of questions and take someone with

you to keep an eye on them while you can’t, either because

you are in great pain or not able to talk for yourself. They

WILL jab you, without your consent.

Sorry about your daughter. That was dirty, what they did. They get

paid for every death they cause, just to get a check.

Except no. It was created in 2013 after a decade of animal tests etc,

then patented by St Barry who gave the patents on the “vaccines” to

Big P in 2014. All house salesman. talk show host and amateur

rassler Trump did was make them rush it out before they had

planned.

thank god for trump to rush the death jab!! at least we patriots get to

choose whether or not to die under trump

she was always interviewing people who pointed out how harmful

these jabs are. so i’m surprised she took it.. She was a beautiful and

Patriotic woman. I will rewatch her shows because they are both

American Treasures.

I do not believe Diamond took the shot I believe she may have been

taken out by the DS or possibly she’s been put into protective custody

i have heard they give people meds to sedate them and this causes

their respiratory system to slow down which gives them “reason” to

put them on ventilator which blows out the lungs.. once again.. they

create the “crisis” that they have perfect “solution” for.

I agree with you and believe there are quite a few people that took the

jab shortly after seeing Trump take it originally.

 
In the beginning a lot of people thought it was alright to take as a
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precaution.

People to include Trump did not think that the whole medical system

was polluted with killers as well as the Democratic party.

I know of a few people that wish they hadn’t taken it, but once taken

you are pretty much stuck with the outcome.

Being a naturalist I would be detoxing to the maxium with herbs and

such for the heart and arteries in the hopes of staying a live long

enough for a cure to the vax in the future hopefully.

the 60 year q plan to save the word from satanists didnt know the

medical community was crooked?

lmao

trump stated in 2014 vaccines were deadly and caused autism.

he knew full well what his jab would do.

mission accomplished.

When did Diamond get jabbed with Covid19? Diamond and Silk are

still broadcasting, selling cosmetics, and interviewing guest speakers.

Why are people here saying Diamond is dead? When did she die?….

“What exactly do you mean Diamond took the jab?”

she took the jab

“Did i miss something??”

 
yep, she took the jab

Who is Diamond? Thank you for any information about This you can

give us about this. It would be greatly appreciated. God bless us all

Amen. I wonder if that Buffalo bills player was just a false flag too get

us too look at something else.

 
Hmmm

Last edited 8 hours ago by Dave Smith
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The very first thought I had when I heard of Diamond’s death was —-

wow I wonder if they jabbed her…. I would love to read the story if

it’s out there. All the more reason to hang those who are promoting

these deaths

I did not know Diamond took the jab until I heard of her early

departure. It is one heck of a loss to MAGA Movement ! Diamond &

Silk were one heck of a good team & definitely contributed to morale

! I pray that Silk will find a way to stay in the fight with us &

encourage all people here to encourage her to do so. Diamond is

undoubtedly in Heaven & awaiting the rest of us. Please take a

moment in prayer for Diamond. I am certain that her premature

death was related to her jab ( S ) but she had such a pure heart ; I am

sure she could not believe any perps would ever launch an Evil

Luciferian Plandemic …………… I grew up in Chicago political scene &

always knew Evil was that perverted & The Georgia Guide Stones

foretold of this depopulation event. It’s just too bad some people

don’t realize the depth of the swamp. Let’s send those remaining

swamp creatures to a much warmer place , so THEY can dry out ……

Express delivery to Lucifers Lap , which is Exactly what THEY want

…………. Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

You ASS! VPs have no authority to de-classify or take documents.

PRESIDENTS DO! DO.YOU THINK CLINTON OR OBAMA DIDN’T

TAKE ANY DOCUMENTS.

Don’t engage with the stupidity of people like Ron. He has NO CLUE

about presidential powers when leaving office. I hope he didn’t keep

them in a sock drawer…oh wait…that was Willy.

apparently being a democrap comes with a built in filter to cut out

anything fact based from entering your brain. The LAW allows the

President and ONLY the President to declassify ANYTHING he

wants… again, ANYTHING he wants. Therefore ANYTHING found in

Trump’s possession is LEGAL… biden was vice president and does
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NOT have the power to declassify ANYTHING, therefore ANYTHING

found in biden’s possession is ILLEGAL… can you understand

cupcake?

Yes, I came across that too with a customer yesterday when

discussing teh Brazil riots. He believes Trump is guilty for instigating

J6. which he is not, and we know that accusations were tossed out. I

even mentioned Trump told everybody to go to the Capitol peacefully

— we know some of the people in that place were not so orderly —

and he told them to go home peacefully after the storming. But he

refuses to believe he told them to go home peacefully. I saw him say

it on TV and the customer still denied it, claiming “they coaxed him

do it.” He never even though about the possibility let alone the fact

that Trump invoked the Insurrection Act of 1807 but the civilians

were not the insurrectionists. Fox & Friends accidently let slip that

the J6 comittee were the real insurrectionists.

 
He claimed he filters and does research on both sides, stating the

Latin phrase ‘audi altera pas,’ hear the other side. He nodded his

head in agreement, but he rejected the facts. Sure he is entitled to his

opinion, but does the truth matter at all?

The truth has never mattered to liberals. They hang on to any lie that

is told even if it has been refuted. They never let it go. They can’t

think for themselves, it has to be what some liberal news idiot

spewed out of his lying mouth.

The president can just announce its unclassified and it is. The VP

cannot do that.

No, Democrats changed that for St Barry. Him taking it home was

“an act of declassification”. Direct quote. If it was fine for St Barry, it

is fine for DJT.

Allegedly. !

 
,…remember dummy,

 
one is inocent until proven guilty ,
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in a legitimate court of law in this “third world country”

So ..we will ALL assume that TRUMP is INNOCENT of ANY wrong,

 
Doing..

 
SO BITE YOUR FORKED TONGUE

…and this will teach you to get educated & stop the propoganda BS

that ‘We the People’ don’t fall for…anymore. WWG1WGA NCSWIC

You are so much a liberal ass hole. Everything that democrats try to

push on conservatives they have done it at the maximum knowing

that they can get away with it. The deep state needs to be held

accountable and removed.

Trump was president therefore legal to take classifieds, Biden was

vice president therefore illegal to take classifieds, typical liberal

doesn’t even know how the law works and tries to apply it, to every

“so called”,convenient scenario. Go back to school, our shuttle.

Presidents do not OWN THIS, or ANY “EARTH”!!! Fact, not

FICTION. Trump, is guilty as FUCK!!! Of being the RIGHT

COLLECTIVE, needed!!!! THINK, before speaking or judging

without evidence (WOE!!) do not WOE, any SELF-AWARE BEING.

Whomever told DJT, to commit GENOCIDE, to protect FALSE

PROFITS, is GUILTY. As I’ve read in the few “coffee shops” I do

read, and post in, THE UNIVERSE is FULLY ENGAGED!!!! , pick a

SPACE, pick a TIME, the OLDEST DWARVEN WARRIORS, wore

TURTLE SHELLS, as a HELMET, BAHUMET, is BAPHOMET, a

PLANET, not a “demon”. Darth Maul, CHAMPIONS NATURAL

BORN LIFE, on said WORLD, it’s his!!! There are no inhabited

worlds, to “colonize”. Nowhere to RUN or HIDE.

 
 

1/10k

Go get your booster and stop being ignorant. Trump isn’t even in

office and you still talking about him. He never made it mandatory,

your butt” buddy Biden did that.
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Last edited 14 hours ago by snoopy

Actually a stupid computer algorithm does that. Makes up people

too. Tries to use US as remote controlled dumbasses. True story.

“Technology” as Wi “know”, is a minimum of 7,000 gazillion years

beyond “HOOOMAWN” mental ability to comprehend. In about

6,000,000, PEOPLE, there are SOULS that begin as the original Self-

Aware PARTICLES, that form the CORE of EVERY PLANET. Not

atoms, those came later, then molecules. Each are roughly 66% me.

Constantly duplicating, and expanding, and Wi, live on my back. My

big massive BODIE’s name, is KNOWN as TIAMAT, a REAL

DRAGON. Too friggin big, to LIVE, in any SPACE, but INFINITE

SPACE. Cool shit comin!!!

 

This raid is two for two (Ukraine property, now N. Jersey beach

home) – so time to raid every Biden property and see what develops.

The article clearly states “Delaware home”. I didn’t think he had one

in New Jersey

Water island bought for pedo joe by his brother James. 10 miles from

Epstein. The water island has an old submarine base. Maxwell had a

submarine license. Read some where that James sold it to one

lobbyist

Proof that Paedo Joe lives up to his name. Even Jillie is tired of being

married to him, ever since he started with Ashley in the shower and

facilitated his paedophilai and incest because he demanded it.

She just wants money, power, and the First Lady title for herself. The

only problem is that she is First Lady only so long as he appears to be

President.

they murder us with impunity and we raid homes…. and yall wonder

why they have won for 2k years. trump clearly doesnt have the stones

to battle the satanists.
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On the one entry mentioned she talks about Pedo-joe being dead,

that would mean she acknowledged he had already been

EXECUTED. So that is revealed the she know he has been again,

EXECUTED, then she mentioned he is still here in the present

meaning clone or mask wearing poser.

No. He is dead morally, but that does not mean he is dead physically.

He still takes adrenochrome in his basement while the body

double/clone goes out for deep state business.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Xena

NO one has said he was executed. We did hear that days after he was

inaugurated, he had a massive stroke and spent months in Walter

Reed hospital where they tried to keep him alive. Until they read

Jill’s journal, it was only speculation that he actually passed away.

Maybe somewhere before she mentioned his death, she will actually

tell what happened to her sickening dog pedophile husband.

Trump’s words referring to Biden during the campaign, “he’s shot.”

People took it as, he’s finished, perhaps. But Trump’s words always

have a double entendre. JB is probably on ice (I think they’re keeping

the originals for verification.)

Wonder if they arrest her if she’ll spill the beans on everyone. Sounds

like she wants to confess.

I don’t think her morals have been completely exorcised. At least as

of 4/16/21, she seemed to have a conscience, but now, who knows?

Probably get more info from “electronics”.

Here’s the deal. The angel white-hats see the battle line. We, the

dumb hats, hold them in high honor. But our excess of love and

appreciation for the life and blood sacrifice they continue to make …

debases those of us, reduced to hopes, dreams, and existential need
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of spiritual redress. The deal is, we celebrate your moral service, but

continue to bleed out in a dark reality. God bless you. God … please

lift the rest of us from blind suffering.

Agreed! I hope you can live out the rest of your life with honor and

dignity, that by the post’s of true Patriot’s has made a difference in

this war.

 
Death and destruction of our country and trafficed children by the

DS has to be exposed to the general public soon, and well before

2024!!!

More good news. Most of us already know who the “O” was, or is.

Still haven’t seen any real confirmation on “it’s” status.

If any of these ‘doubles’ are wearing a mask, why not have it removed

on national TV during a public event? That’s pretty much all it would

take to shock everyone and really get the arrests going….

For the same reason they all have compulsively lied for ,6 years.

Truth isn’t part of the plan.

They would rather billions die from a death jab then tell the truth .

I know who ‘O’ or Obama is….. But the article reads ….who “O” really

is. To me it it came across that Obama is really someone other than

who we’ve known him as Obama!

 
That’s why I asked the question!

Paul Pelosi mentioned that Nancy had hired Sam Waterson to

impersonate him when she appeared in public and needed to have

Paul in attendance. That was disclosed in the article where Paul &

Nancy met for the final time prior to her hanging.

No woman would be the same after being married to that sex

offender. They age much faster than women married to normal men

who do not commit sex crimes.

 
Kathleen Biden Buhle look uglier now than when she married
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Hunter, and he had sex with their underage kids, and Hunter had sex

with widowed sister-in-law Hallie Biden and her underage daughter,

Natalie. No wonder she got divorced!

 
Look at John Roberts’s wife, Jane, she was no raving beauty to begin

with on their wedding day, but now she looks far worse after 20-

something years of marriage and motherhood; she knows her spouse

is in a secret society that rapes and maybe even sacrifice kids. All the

Elizabeth Arden, Roc, Erno Laszlo and La Mer beauty creams and

serums in the world cannot erase those wrinkles and crepey skin.

Even Crepe Erase can’t get rid of the evidence of aging in her case.

Not even drinking collagen powder in her morning coffee or OJ or

smoothie drinks will soften that skin. She can afford them, but they

won’t work.

 
And imagine what internal health problems Jane and Jill have from

the stress — blood pressure, heart problems, nerves, stomach issues,

sleep deprivation, depression, etc.

 
And the fact that Jane, as an Opus Dei Roman Catholic that frowns

on IVF fertility treatment, because she could not get pregnant, and

therefor had to turn to adoption, maybe she should have

reconsidered the fertility treatment options instead of going through

illegal means with Epstein to get the kids. If John Roberts loses

everything when he is exposed for his crimes and companionship

with Epstein and secret society connections, so does Jane.

 
Not to mention the fact that Jane has been associated with Feminists

for life, an anti-abortion feminist group.

This is awesome news. It sounds like we may finally have evidence

that the disgusting Joe Biden is actually dead. That means Jill Biden

is up to her eyeballs in treason. I would love to hear who she thinks

“O” really is besides a demon!! Keeping a dead monster alive so they

can destroy our country is the worse kind of treason!!! Arthur

Roberts needs to hang along with all the pretend Joe Bidens. He

seems to always look and act the same!! We have been lied to

constantly and on a huge scale. Thank God for DJT and the White
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Hats. I love how things are escalating rapidly now. Jill Biden you

need to run and hide!!! People are starting to question who this Joe

Biden is because his voice is sounding different…deeper!!!

Last edited 19 hours ago by Glenda

Americans are too lazy and too stupid to even take the time to

discern the differences in all the Actors playing Joe! Wake up

normies!

Exactly! Even when looking at the daily “Bidens” in GP, OAN, etc. I

enlarge the photos and they rarely look the same. One is fat, one

wrinkled, one smooth, another thinner, etc. I have shown them to

people who just blow it off. Same with the “Hillarys”. The real one ( if

still alive ) would be a bag of wrinkles. The “Hillary” shown looks 20-

30 years younger.

Only one of his ears is “wrong”. The other one is unattached. The

“attached ear, it is claimed, is probably concealing a microphone.

Only fake Biden’s right ear is “wrong”. His left ear is unattached. It’s

claimed that the “wrong” ear is actually concealing a microphone.

It can take up to three hours in the makeup chair to create a whole

new face on makeup artistry materials for certain characters looking

completely different for a role they play. even the ears, and that’s not

easy to do IMV.

How do you know the actor was put there by the DS? He could just as

well have been placed by the white hats, remember we are watching a

movie intended to awaken the masses who are still caught up in the

propaganda brainwashing and gaslighting.

I don’t know who put him there for sure and no one is going to spill

that at the moment!! For now we just assume he Is DS until we know

more!!
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My feeling is that it is dark hats pulling the puppet strings but one

never knows.

In my thinking she needs to do some talking maybe to keep from

getting her neck in the noose!!!

I was thinking they might give her life at GITMO if she tells the truth

about everything. Otherwise, I think she will swing.

I have wondered if she has already struck a deal with the White Hats

to continue to live.

Doubtful, she is too afraid of Joe and the black hats, they will kill her.

And Joe is very retaliatory.

So we know the old Joe is dead and being played by actors. Do we

know if this is a the “real” Jill Biden or is she a double too?

Weird timing of this story for me. I just got done watching the

Biden’s onstage with Trudeau and I said to my husband that “I

wonder how Jill Biden stays quiet about the actor playing her

husband and if maybe she does for immunity.”

Can you just imagine the information she could provide to the WH

with a promise of immunity? Joes already dead so immunity is the

only thing keeping her alive. I’m sure she could be tried for treason.

Jill Biden was screwing around on her1st husband with Joe, and has

lied about it for years. Joe & Jill, perfect cheating liars deserved each

other. Joe & Jill went up the HILL to screw the American people, Joe

fell down, broke his crown & Jill came tumbling after. Good riddance

to BOTH of them.

I read Jill wants to stay in the White House at any cost. So what if it

takes committing a little treason here, a little treason there. She is no

innocent by-stander. Her hands are dirty also.
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Jill Biden just wanted the money and the position, and she doesn’t

care about the deep state. She wanted Joe, and now she has had him

since 1977 and had Ashley in 1981.

 
But surely Jill never expected Joe to be a paedophile or incest

offender, especially on Ashley.

 
Maybe his first wife Neilia Biden found out he was a paedophile in

1972 — maybe she caught him touching the kids sexually; we don’t

know, because we were not there. But he’s had a problem with

paedophilia since his college days, even before he married Neilia.

Even experimental brain surgery did not cure it.

 
If that can be proven, that’s why she took the kids — Hunter, Naomi

and Beau — away from him to protect them, and she got killed in that

terrible accident that night in 1972 after his election victory. Neilia

knew public exposure of his paedophilia would destroy Joe. His in-

laws would slice his throat. The police would lock him up, and the

inmate chomos would turn him into worm food.

 
No longer wanting to be married to a paedophile or incest aggressor,

Neilia was probably taking the kids with her to hide out somewhere

until she could figure out how to divorce this strong-willed, high-

handed, reprisal-oriented man and save her children from him.

 
The only person in the world that can answer that today is Hunter,

because he survived the accident with Beau; and per RRN he got

hanged.

 
Unless he told Ashley, and Ashley could tell us, her diary exposes his

incest, which is further corroboration of what he may have done to

Naomi, Hunter and beau before the vehicular collision in1972. But

she is too afraid of Joe to even dare speak of this, despite being a

married woman herself. Normally, husbands defend and support

their wives in exposing dangerous matters.

 
If Jill knew about the incest Joe as perpetrating on Hunter, Beau and

Naomi during his first marriage, then she was complicitly aiding and

abetting his sex offenses against his own kids, which makes her

doubly guilty, because that later on enabled her to be a facilitator for

trafficking kids to Joe from her job and from within the family for
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Joe to molest. And she’s been covering it up ever since and denying

the truth and the proof and lying in our faces, saying we “don’t want

to hear about it.”

 
This is the same woman who, together with sex offender Joe, public

praised and defended Hunter’s sexual affair with his sister-in-law

Hallie, which by definition is incestuous. Filthy, dirty, evil, depraved,

flagitious.

 
Ask yourselves why the Biden kids and grandkids look so sick and so

traumatized and so fearful and distrusting. Even during the

usurpation parade in 2021. Look at Maisy’s beautifully made-up face

on her wedding day on the White House lawn, and see if you notice

any pain in it. Sexual trauma can be viewed from the face the victims

wear.

 
Possibly, when Paedo Joe had that interview after his wife’s death, he

was praising how sensuous Neilia was as his wife — any husband can

do that, and that’s all right. But in Trafficker Joe’s case, he said those

things probably to cover up his problem with having sex with kids.

 
Now, together with his secret society brothers under the skin, Joe the

Molester is legalizing paedophilia, child sex trafficking and incest

because he doesn’t want to end up in jail. And he broke Jill for face

her to accept his sexual abominations or else.

Last edited 8 hours ago by Xena

Women are just as bad as men. We have women everywhere now in

power, and society is more corrupt and immoral than ever before. Is

that supposed to be some sort of coincidence? Are all these alleged

women victims too?

 
Your mind has been warped and poisoned by victimhood Marxism.

Individual responsibility, not collectivism. If women can’t handle

that I’m afraid they’ll have to return to the kitchen.

Why would Biden buy beachfront property that will be under water

soon from global warming. Doesn’t make sense.
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Same with Obummer. And everyone noticed how much he LOVES

the illegal aliens who were sent to Martha’s Vineyard. He certainly

welcomed them to his home with all his acreage where they could

stay — NOT!!

Yes, they want us all to believe that we didn’t have an ice age and

then a period of warming…..they think that we will believe that there

are no natural cycles to earth warming and cooling. Most of all, they

think that we are stupid, lol, and that they can then charge us a

carbon tax to fix what doesn’t exist. What exists is pollution, and only

the big producers can fix that with EXTENDED PRODUCER

RESPONSIBILITY. I wrote the original Zero Waste Document for

our County (and province) wherein producers have to be responsible

for the ENTIRE life-span of their product, from its’ initial

production, to its’ sale and usage, and then to its’ end of life

management….no dumping. Producers need to be responsible for

every level of the life cycle of their products…… Yeah, they want to

charge us taxes and carbon taxes while corporate smoke stacks billow

away!! All of this is highly unnecessary, in light of existant

technologies, both hidden and otherwise.

Global warming, climate change are BULLSHIT for prelude for other

heinous shit that the progenitors of the NWO, TECHNOCRACY and

TRANSHUMANISM have attempted to invoke. More satanist jew

tricks.

Because there IS no global warming crisis, and they KNOW it! Just

another way to milk the American taxpayers of more money to enrich

themselves.

And climate change and reducing the carbon footprint is a real

moneymaker. Look at what they are doing in Britian with the 15-

minutes cities. Show me your papers, don’t go past the egress limit of

100x a year, and if you do, you’ll get fined. This plan was hatched
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during Covid to control people, like the Nazis did for the Jewish

ghettos in WW2, when the Poles and Jews fought back, they were

decimated.

I guess there wasn’t enough white hats to raid all three Delaware

properties owned by the illegitimate president and his wife, Jill, at

the same time.

Right… trust The Plan That Blows of which we have seen not one iota

of evidence! White hats raided my beach house too, but no kids

clothes!

Maybe it hasn’t occurred to you yet, but fake Biden is ALSO complicit

in this TREASON by assuming the stolen role of president.

But you wouldn’t want to arrest him in his home with any real

evidence. There is enough evidence from years ago to arrest him. Get

the top dog. Get the equivalent the US “El Chapo”. He obviously

works for China and Mexican cartel.

Where are all of the bible bangers on this rant, spewing out scripture

verses to justify Biden’s fuckups…..

The clone. Clones are the main ones that need to go. No soul. No

moral compass. Empty vessels for something to jump in.

Excellent preliminary article. Jill’s diary should be eventually

PUBLISHED…..I hope we find out what she is talking

about…..Obviously O is Obama.

Well we all know/figure that its Obummer but what does she mean

who he really is that is the question!!!

So the reason that Joe didn’t come out of the basement to campaign

was that he was being cloned multiple times and groomed to

impersonate the real Joe.

 
The real Joe Biden has most likely been dead since early 2020.
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I recently read an article that Biden’s granddaughter said he died in

2017. True/False? Who knows? Another unknown to add to the

growing list.

Interesting, but still, one might as well “raid” the cardboard box that

the latex mask is kept in. And the beat goes on…

This website appears to be more of a platform for the angry, hateful

ranters than for critical thinking. I couldn’t help but notice that no

matter what the story that’s printed is about, the comments are all

the same. It’s a cesspool of negativity. And you wonder why nothing

seems to change? How can humanity move forward into a better,

safer world free of corruption and wars when everybody’s spewing

hate and criticism at each other?

I wonder what would happen if people were to just read these stories,

store the facts away and move on?

As a side note, anybody curious as to why it was necessary to cut

glass to enter the house if the alarm system was disabled? Wouldn’t

the military have gadgets to open the door?

I’m not a locksmith, glazier nor military op’s guy and I doubt you are

any of those either.

I can add this much. I own a pair of tools, each one of which causes

two six-inch diameter vacuums to form on whatever this tool is

pressed against assuming flat glass or flat steel. I used to use this on

120 lb. sheets of steel when I owned a mfg. company. But the

ORIGINAL use of this tool is by GLAZIERS on heavy insulated glass

units. So, I could cut around a pane of glass, and then lift it out with

one tool, while holding above the cut with ANOTHER tool and then

cutting the inboard pane with the first tool and lifting that out also.

This would leave me with an OPENING. Naturally, I never did this,

but my 2 tools could easily do so and I even have glass cutters

because of the lenses we cut for our light fixtures. These were big
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complex modules for large construction projects requiring too much

description for this space. Suffice to say that even I have the tools to

do that much right now. and the sound would be zero.

That would be my guess, and would be less likely to trigger an

interior sound-activated burglar alarm. It said in the article they

disabled a wireless alarm as well.

I may not be but I’m pretty sure the military has access to tech that

we aren’t even aware exists.

yes, and they can clone the iPad and nail Jill for what she knows

about “O” and that adrenochrome-craving husband of hers.

What specifically is there to be positive about currently?

Please be specific and have some proof.

I would rather ask you what good does it do for you to continue being

angry at the world and perpetuating negative thoughts? Did you

know that eventually all this negative energy is what leads to disease?

No matter how bleak things are or look at the moment, we all have a

choice where to direct our thoughts. We all have free will. It’s up to

you.

it was a rather simple question to answer and you couldnt.

ok fine.

im angry bc we live in a satanic prison controlled by child pedos.

i guess youre happy about that.

ok

negative energy doesnt lead to disease also.

chemtrails vaccines and the satanists poisoning us does.

also there is zero free will on this planet.
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if you dont obey the satanic laws they will lock you in a cage or shoot

you.

not for nothing bc i actually appreciate you taking the time to

respond but its clear we see the world very different.

If you plant plum trees in sandy soil and pear trees in muddy soil,

you will get 10-15% more yield. It’s science!

Yup, but way more serene than some sites (like X-22, for instance,

which is infested). There have been several prices to pay for

“connectivity.” One of those is the freedom and impunity with which

one may become a jerk. Back in 1993, the New Yorker Magazine (a

Cabal masterpiece of “Artificial Argument,” published a cartoon that

has entered legend and folk lore. It shows an old HP computer

monitor, keyboard and mouse with a dog seated, paw on computer

mouse, and he is speaking to a second dog standing alongside and

saying, “On the internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.” Sorta like here,

for instance.

Your comments about wiring a window vs a door are thoughtful. I

just published Episode 37 and so if you’re looking for 33 minutes of

esoteric blab (including the editor of the New Yorker speaking to Bob

Woodward of Watergate fame, I invite you to log on.

FACTS? Can you prove the “stories” are facts?

 
We are interacting with each other here. We learn from what others

comment or at least I do, sometimes. I spend time fact checking and

actually learn things. If the sh*t gets too deep for me, I visit other

sites.

 
Respectfully, there’s one really good attribute about this site, if you

don’t like what you read, you can move on down the road until or if

you find a site to your liking.

 
Gaining entry by cutting the glass seems to be a popular method. It’s

mentioned in several of the articles.
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Proof? I have read stories about “proof.” It seems that many years

ago, men were trained to adopt serious demeanors and they told

stories about events called “news.” These serious men read these

stories into cameras that caused images to appear in cathode ray

tubes that were reproduced in homes across the land when electron

beams were sprayed back and forth across aperature screens inside

“picture tubes.” This was called Television and the stories were called

“television news.” People thousands of miles distant from the events

reported took these reports as “PROOF” and formed a body-politic

with millions of their fellows that supported mass murder for profit

across the planet. Are you asking for more of this?

I hate to be a pain, but the third from last paragraph has a

typo…..weather should read wether ….a frequent mistake, especially

when auto-correct has any input.

 
As for the beach house raid, I am sure they will find useful info.

It should read “whether “. If you are going to criticize someone make

sure you don’t misspell the word!!

That story would take many volumes to relay and understand the

true picture of its width and depth. Crimes everywhere… on steroids.

More great news from RRN. Thank you Michael. This is encouraging.

Typo near the end “weather” should be spelled weather.

Ok. Jill is saying that Joe Biden is dead but Michael Baxter said that

he returned home from the hospital after a massive stroke and that

he is still at home all stroked out. What is the real truth about Joe

Biden’s health status? Very interesting .

We don’t know what she meant by “gone but still here”. “Still

manifesting physically, but only death (his death?) could set her free.

Remember this was going on two years ago.
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Special Forces seized electronic devices—cell phones, laptops, and an iPad—from the
master bedroom. In a night table drawer, they discovered several handwritten journals Jill
Biden had authored; the dated entries stretched from July 2012 – September 2022. While
leafing through one, the Special Forces officer-in-command came across a perplexing
memoir she had penned on April 15, 2021. It was a eulogy—to her husband.

“Sometimes I miss you, but not often anymore. You’re gone but still here, physical
manifestations plaguing my dreams and haunting me when I’m awake. So, this is my price,
costly. Only death, when it arrives, will finally free me,” part of it read.

This confirms what we’ve all known for a while, so no

surprise there.

A day later she wrote, “One day I’m going to tell the world about him. One of these days I’ll
tell the world who O. really is.”

*me impersonating The Church Lady’s voice*: Well now, isn’t that

special!

 
Could she be referring to…*dramatic pause*…Obama? *echo

effect*

 
Let’s just say that I highly doubt she was talking about

Oprah.

*does The Church Lady dance with organ music playing in

background*

It makes sense that ol FJB died nearly 2 years ago and the other

FJB’s are fill-ins or maybe clones, given how spatially, mentally,

cognitively and ambulatorily impaired the FJB’s have been.

Great News White Hats! Keep up the good work taking down the

Deep State! We’ll take every VICTORY no matter how small or Great!

I have been trying to tell people all along that Joe Biden died four

years ago!! his granddaughter, Naomi made a video exposing us on

TikTok!! I don’t know why people don’t believe me and go over to

TikTok and see it for yourself! She said they put Joel’s twin brother

and his place and brother is name is Bo!!
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Baxter reported that Biden lays bedridden in a hospital after a

massive stroke in 2021. An actor, Arthur Roberts, from a Cheech

&amp; Chong movie has replaced him.

baxter only reports what the lying white hats tell him.

some may be truth some may be fiction but the fact remains these

are the same folks that just allowed 2/3 of the population to be

murdered.

they arent good people. good people dont sit on their hands while 5

billion people are mass murdered.

Yet that’s EXACTLY what YOU did, was sit on your hands, probably

made sure your thumb was upright though.

Use your noggin. She’s talking to Joe in first person. Then, she

switches to third person when she mentions O. Referring to obama.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Leslie

Wonder how much of the stuff on these pages are true. How much is

miss information. How much is just truther Crack. Hope most of it is

true but that is the Crack part I suppose.

This in my opinion means that the real Pedodent O-Biden really is

dead by execution as has been reported!!!

Baxter reported that Biden lays bedridden in a hospital after a

massive stroke in 2021. An actor, Arthur Roberts, from a Cheech &

Chong movie has replaced him.

Biden is ‘on ice’ at Walter-Reed.

Biden died of stroke caused by excessive hormone supplementation

(adrenochrome); the clones have faulty endocrine systems as well,

they are snapshots of Biden at time of his death…”Pseudo-Biden”

needs the adrenochrome because original-Biden’s body no longer

produced enough of the hormones without supplementation.
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It takes a lot of *human* organs to produce enough adrenochrome

for ALL the clones who are alive.

China’s ‘one-child policy’ was the feedstock of an entire industry

borne to harvest aborted fetuses and use fetal organs for hormones,

skin for grafts, food flavorings, meat for local chinese restaurants.

China has been killing a lot of fetuses to keep Pseudo-Biden alive.

Alot of organs? Someone from the medical profession was just on

here saying they have plenty or organs and that they freeze well….

Joe Biden is dead, been dead, his public obituary ‘when written’ as

gigantic canard.

Joe as current Boogeyman boosting MSM Nielsen ratings while

engaging in fraud.

Baxter reported that Biden lays bedridden in a hospital after a

massive stroke in 2021. An actor, Arthur Roberts, from a Cheech &

Chong movie has replaced him.

Now they’re talking about the REAL Joe Biden, and not the person

we see on TV now. He is long gone with the real Jill Biden

Spill the beans on Obama? I can’t for that twisted fck to go down. Get

ready to say goodbye to your 12M Martha’s Vineyard compound that

you bought on a president’s salary, muzzie dbag.

Fox news is reporting the classified information. Fox also reporting

thatThe View says that this kills the Trump case.

O. is likely Obama. Whether / weather. Neither of these two

residents are the same people as Joe & Jill Biden. Are these our

houseplants, or theirs?

And Congress as well. Fraud ends where it started, 1871, Everything

gets erased from that point onward. Such as, IRS CIA, FBI,CDC,

etc…….
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not for nothing but that bill is a 100 percent show. the chances of the

senate and ” president” passing that bill are zero.

just a show to appease the clowns.

 

 


